[The immune structure of the population of the Bashkir ASSR in connection with hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome and the relation of indices of collective immunity to morbidity and the nature of the landscape].
The study of 9,176 serum samples obtained from all regions and 15 cities of Bashkiria, carried out by the method of radioimmunoassay with the use of the antigen of hemorrhagic fever with the renal syndrome (HFRS), has revealed considerable differences in the size of the natural immune stratum of the population (43.9-0.8%). The size of such immune stratum characterizes the activity of natural foci: the largest immune stratum (25.4%) exists among the population of regions with broad-leaved forests, this stratum is somewhat less (12.2-13.2%) in regions with combined coniferous and broad-leaved forest, in regions with different combinations of broad-leaved forests and steppes, as well as mountain forests. On the Aĭsko-Kungurskaia forest-steppe territory and in regions characterized by a combination of steppe areas with mountain forests the immune stratum has been found to be even lesser (7.3-8.4%). The least immune stratum (3.4%) exists in steppe regions. By comparing the percentage of the population immune to HFRS and having had the diagnosis of HFRS over the period of 30 years the quality of the clinical diagnosis of this infection on the given territory may be determined.